
 
                                                         CANCER 
                                                  by Dr. John Fudens 
 
 
For many people, cancer is synonymous with death, yet it is becoming an 
increasingly more common symptom of modern day life.  A cancer, present in a 
human or animal, is a symptom of a much deeper process occurring within them. 
In addition to carcinogens and the stresses from viruses, pollutants, and toxic 
environments there also exists an insidious degenerative process within the 
person or animal and the family connected to them.  This process begins in the 
mind and the emotional body. Cancer is an illness that leaves the individual 
paralyzed, with poor self-esteem, powerless to control their lives and destiny, and 
ultimately feeling they and their body can no longer positively create so why go 
on living. 
 
The manifestation of cancer in the physical body could involve suppressed 
emotions including anger, deep hurt, hatred, resentments, secrets, grief from the 
loss of love or respect, and guilt from the resentment toward a family member.  
These emotions are augmented by a loss in the ability to communicate and trust.  
A significant factor may include the physical loss of a loved one.  This despair is 
the breeding ground for an unhealthy attitude toward life and a hospitable 
environment for cancer.  Please note that our pets are greatly affected by our 
emotions and like sponges absorb our negative energy which predisposes them 
to cancer formations. 
 
The above mental and emotional states, although not readily and entirely 
understood, trigger something in the physical body on the cellular level which 
cause the cells/tissues to replicate abnormally leading to the formation of a 
tumor/cancer. A body that has a weak immune system is more likely to develop 
cancer and other serious degenerative diseases than a healthy one.  
 
Let me now discuss carcinogens. Cancer starts as a mental and emotional 
disease and is not communicable like a germ.  It is certainly not solely caused by 
viruses, carcinogens, or toxic substances despite the propaganda disseminated 
by uninformed individuals or special-interest groups. If substances external to us 
were the main factor for causing cancers then why do certain life forms develop a 
cancer whereby life forms connected to them do not. Living, breathing, drinking, 
eating, etc. with a cancer patient does not cause a cancer in that individual 
unless a similar mental and emotional state is present. I have treated far too 
many cancer issues in people and animals to not know this.  
 
So it is not contagious. But I do not have to tell anyone how stressful life is living 
in this country and on this planet with all the negative energy and turmoil in it. Of 
course, these substances add to the existing problems but this is only adding 
gasoline to an already blazing fire. 



 
Cancer is not caused by any exogenous (exterior to the body) substance for if 
this were the case, every living being would be affected and in the process of 
dying from a tumor/cancer.  Cancer is specific to the mental and emotional state 
of being within each person or animal.   
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